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Abstract.

X -ray investigation of single crystals of Bøggildite shows that
they are monoclinic and belong to space group No. 14 P2 1/ C ' The axes
are a = 5.24 A, b = 2 a = 10.48 A, c = 18.52 A and fJ = 107°.:35.

The presence of weak extra layer lines is interpreted as heing due
to a twinning or sllperstructure. The externaJ races are (012) with its
analogues.
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W e have examined two single crystals of Bøggildite by X-rays.
AIready several years ago, HANS CLAUSEN, Reader in Mineralogy

at the University of Copenhagen, obtained rotation diagrams of another
Bøggildite crystal using CoKa-radiation.I He found from these photo
graphs the lengtll of tho axis about which the crystal was rotated to bo
5.25 A.

Wc have taken oscillation and \\lEISSENBERG diagrams of crystals
ratating about two different axes with a BUERGER \VEISSENBERG gonio
meter. Film diameter was 57.3 mm and we have used filtered CuKa
radiation (2 = 1.5418 A). The crystals which wc used soemed to be
essentiaIly single crystals when investigated under the polarizing micro
scope; they were rather large, about 1 X 1/2 X 1/2 mm, so that the
intensities are affected by absorption and extinction. Fig. 1. shows an
oscillation diagram taken of a crystal rotating about its morphologieal
axis. This zone-axis we have chosen as a-axis. From the spacings of
the layer lines we obtain a = 5.25 A in perfect agreement with CLAUSEN'S
value. The diagram shows no plane of symmetry perpendicular to the
a-axis. Hence the crystal has no mirror plane perpendicular to a,
nor can, from FriedeI's law, the a-axis be a diad axis.-Besides the
main layer lines, there are some weaker ones between them correspond
ing to haU integral values of h Ol' to a doubling af the a-axis. The latter
possibility, however, does not seem very likely because the character
of these secondary Jayer lines is quite different from that of the others;
they are somewhat irregular and the spots are weak and rather diffuse.
On the first of the weak layer lines there is a comparatively strong,
sharply bounded interference spot, tho appearance of which makes it
likely that it is due to Renninger effect 2•

The same observations can be made on CLAUSEN'S oscillation
diagram of Bøggildite.

The zero layer line WEISSENBERG diagram of the same crystal
(fig. 2) shows two prominent slanting lines, 900 apart.

W"hen we superposo the first, second and third layer line \VEISSEN
BERG diagrams on the zero layer line diagram, it is seen that they also
have pro minent slanting lines at the same place (the cODnection between
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the moving camera and the rotating crystal has not been Joosenod any
time during the series of exposures). Therefore, if we choose tho above
mentiOllod two slanting lines of the zero layer line as proliminary 1'0

ciprocal axes bi and ei we ean obtain an orthorhombic reciproeal
lattice, and honee, also, an orthorhombic direct lattice. Using the relation
2d sin 1'1 = nÅ we obtain from the zero layer line WEISSENBERG diagram
the direct, orthorhombie axes

al = 5.25 Å bl = 10.48 A Cl ~ 17.65 Å

\Vith orthorhombic indoxing, it is observed thaI, ref1exions hl011

are absent for hl + Il odd, and Ok10 are absent for kl odd, further
more thaI, reflexions of the type hlklO are rather weak for hl odd. But
no orthorhombie space group has this eombination of absent ref1exions,
nor does orthorhombic symmetry eomply with the results of micro
scopic examination of the crystals in polarized light: The faces (OklIl)
do not show symmetrical extinetion as expeeted for an orthorhombic
crystal. However, it is possibIe to choose a set of monoc1inic axes so
that the monoclinic indices hkl are related to the orthorhombic indices
hIklIl by the folIowing relations:

This corresponds to the folIowing transformation of the ortho
rhombic axes to monoclinic axes:

and consequently the monoclinic axes and angle are:

a = 5.25 Å b = 10.48 A C = 18.42 Å fJ

where tg (180-~(3) = ar = ~1 = 3.365 , The uncertainty on the axes
Cl al

is estimated not to be larger than 1 Ofo, and the angle fJ sIlOuld be
aceurate to + 10

•

It mayeasily be seen thaI, the condition for the monoc1inic reci
procal lattiee points hkl to coincide with those of an orthorhombic net

*hIk)1 is: - cos fJ = c* = ~. With monoc1inic indexing, the absent
a c

ref1exions are: hOl for 1 odd and OkO for k odd, corresponding to space
group No. 14 P21/ C ' Oscillation and WEISSENBERG diagrams have also
been taken af a crystal rotating about its b-axis which bisected the
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angle between Lwo external prism faces. The axes obtained from these
diagrams are in complete agreement with the above results, and hOl is
absent for l odd (monoclinic description) as may bo seen on the zero
layer line diagram of hOl (fig. 3).

Hence from the systematic absences of ref1exions: hOl absent for l
odd, OkO absent for k odd, it is concluded that the crystals are mono
clinie with space group No. 14 P2,/c (Iut. Tab. for X-Ray Cryst. 1952)
and this seems the only one to be considered. There are four equivalent
general positions, and two equivalent special positions in the unit ceIl
of this space group.

The volume of the unit ceIl with the above axes is 972 .10- 24 cm3•

The density of the crystal has been determined 3 to be 3.66 g/cm3, henee
the weight of the unit ceIl eontents is 356.10-23 g. From chemieal analysis
a moleculal' weight of 543.3 has been found4• \Ve then caleulate that
there are 3.95 =c 4 molecules per unit cell. All that ean be said then, is
that the number of molecules ealeulated per unit ceIl is in agreement
with the space group symmetry, but so far DO eonslusions ean be drawn
about atomic parameters on this basis.

The weak extra layer lines which appeal' when the crystals rotate
about the a-axis may be explained as being due to some kind of super
strueture Ol' to twin formation with [121] as twin axis, Ol' (121) as twin
plane. In the orthorhombic description of the lattice, this direction
has indices [120] and bisects the angle between the orthorhombic a l
and bcaxes, and it mayeasily be seen from a drawing of the reciproeal
(albl)-plane, that a twin formation of this kind will produce extra layer
lines midway between those aiready presomt when, as hore, al = i· bl'

Powder diagrams have been taken of Bøggildite in a Guinier camera
first with monochromatized CuKo:-radiation, then, as the diagram turned
out to bo rather complex also with CrKo:-radiation1) (Ic = 2.2909 Å).

It does not seem possibie to index these diagrams on an ortho
rhombic alblcl-net, but if it is assumed that the angle between al and
Cl is 89°.1 instead of 90° all powder lines can be accounted for. The
measured and calculated sin2 H-values for CrKo:-radiation are given
in table 1 together with the monoclinic indices h k l and the visually
estimated intensities (NaCI was admixed to the specimen to give some
calibration marks.) Although a completely unambiguous indexing
cannot bo achieved above {} = c. 30° it is thought that the values of
the axes and the angle are more aecurate than those derived from the
\VEISSENBERG diagrams:

1 b 5 24 Å 18 ~ 2 ~ p --" 107°.3'5a = 2: =. c = .0 j\. e-

1) \Ve are indebted to Professor G. HAGG, Uppsala, and his staff for the er-diagram.
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Table 1. ObseI'ved and calculated sin2 a-values of Bøggildite
fol' erK a- radiation.

Indices hkl Intensity sin2 tf obs. sin2 j'1 calc. Remarks

OO~ (v) w 0.0168 0.0167
012 w 0.0287 0.0286
020 m-v 0.0476 0.0476
112 (v) w 0.0631 0.0633
022 (v) w 0.0648 0.OG43
104 m-s 0.0836 0.0839
102 0.0865 0.0866
122 m-w 0.0988 0.0990
120 m-w 0.0998 0.0999
024 w 0.1143 0.1145
OL") v. w. 0.1161 0.1164
032 l

111 NaCl f m-w 0.123\J 0.1238

124 v. s. 0.1311 0.1315
122 m-s 0.1341 0.1342
106 } { 0.1499 }006 v. w. 0.1496 0.1506 diffuse

104 v. w. 0.1641 0.1544
132 m 0.1582 0.1585
130 m 0.1596 0.15!J4
116 m-w 0.1612 0.Un8
016 w 0.1618 0.1624

200 NaCl m 0.1651 0.1650
114 w 0.1663 0.1663
034 m 0.173!J 0.1740
202 }040 m-s 0.1900 0.1904

026 m 0.1980 0.1981
117 v. w 0.2071 0.2073
115 v. w 0.~126 0.2127
~10 v. w 0.2209 0.2208
133 v. w 0.2235 0.2234
043 v. w 0.2280 0.2280
211 w 0.2421 0.2426
224 m 0.2523 0.2529
141 }106 m 0.2554 0.2566

220 HI-W 0.2562 0.2565
136 } { 0.2570
044 m 0.2571 0.2573
118 } { 0.2612
134 w 0.2607 0.2615 diffuse

VI
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A crystal which had been adjusted for X-ray investigation with
the b-axis as rotation axis, was also examined on an optical goniometer.
Although its faces gave very poor, diffuse images, the angle between
one of them and the b-axis could bo measured: 40° 48' + 30' (aU the
external faces are parallel to the a-axis and hence of the type (Okl)).

The angle between the (012) plane and the b-axis is given by tg u = 2cj) =

0.878 or u = 41 ° 18'. Considering the uncertainty on the measurement,
it seems reasonablo to conclude that the external faces are (012) with
its analogues.
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Plate l.

Fig'. 1. Oscillation diagram of Døggildite. Crystal rotaLed about the a-axis.
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Plate 2.

Fig. 2. Zero layer line diagram of Bøggildite. Crystal rotatod about the a-axis.
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Plate 3.

Fig. 3. Zera layer line diagram af Bøggildite. Crystal ratated abaut the b-axis.

Fig. 4. Pawder diagram af Bøggildite taken in a Guinier camera with CuKo: -radiation.
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